Art & Design
Intent

Intent
To enable children to plan/design and build their
interest in the visual arts, encompassing different
periods of history to present day.
To promote an interest in artists and visual arts
including different cultures, styles and media.
To enable children to learn and develop artistic
skills and techniques to create 2d and 3d responses
to tasks and challenges

Intent

Art & Design
At Westley Middle School we believe in a high quality Art and Design
education that encourages all students to participate, develop and enjoy
their creative abilities. An engaging, varied curriculum teaches the skills
required to realise the student’s artistic potential.
In weekly lessons of 70 mins each, the students are introduced to a wide
range of visual arts, crafts and artists. They learn subject related
vocabulary to enable them to widen their knowledge, express opinions
and evaluate their own work and the work of others. Students are
encouraged to think critically and develop a more rigorous understanding
of Art and Design.
Children will work in different mediums, learning new skills and
techniques that will enable them to create an artistic response to the task
or challenge, both independently and whilst working with others.
There is clear progression, throughout the years, building on skills learnt,
enabling students to have a broader understanding of the arts and
fostering an interest that may lead into a successful career (be able to
contribute to the culture, creativity and wealth of our nation), exposure
to creative opportunities and independence.
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Art & Design
National Curriculum KS2
Aims
● produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their
experiences
● become proficient in drawing, painting,sculpture and other art
and craft techniques
● evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art,
craft and design
● learn about great artists, craft makers and designers and
understand the historical and cultural developments in art forms

Art and Design
National Curriculum Key Stage 3

Intent

Aims
● produce creative work exploring their ideas and recording
their experiences
● become proficient in drawing, painting,sculpture and
other art, craft and design
● evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of
art, craft and design
● know about great artists, craft makers and designers and
understand the historical and cultural development of
their art form

Intent

Art and Design
Why is Art and Design important?
Art and Design is a key subject that can often be undervalued as a curriculum area in
today’s society, despite playing a key role in the UK’s economy and contributing
positively to the nation’s well-being.
Art and Design is an integral part of all cultures and can provide opportunities to
learn about global issues and historical events that changed the world, resulting in
different art and craft styles and traditions.
Art instruction helps children with the development of motor skills, language skills,
social skills, decision-making, risk-taking, and inventiveness and is an expressive
outlet for creativity - which is paramount to Art and Design.
Visual Arts teaches learners about colour, materials, media layout, composition,
structure, perspective and balance.
Creative arts often gives students a platform for success when they may be
struggling in academic subjects. It is important that as a school we promote “ Success
for all”as well as “Excellence and enjoyment” within the subject.
Through Art and Design, we intend to expose the students to a wide variety of skills
that can inspire them to want to pursue a particular area as they move through the
Key Stages.
It is our aim to promote the possibility of young people using their artistic skills to
engage in a career within the creative arts.

Numeracy and Literacy
in subject

Intent

Art and Design vocabulary is a main feature of all
lessons. Words are displayed in the art room.
Written and spoken evaluative work reinforces Art
and Design vocabulary. Gallery sessions are
encouraged.
Measuring, shapes, reflective symmetry, repeated
patterns and fractions are used in many lessons.

Retrieval Practice

Transition

Constant building on previous learning
through each 6-12 week unit.

Art classes offered on taster days for prospective
students.
Older students go to primary school to teach skills.
Data and information is transferred between
schools
Collaboration between feeder schools (in both
directions) to ensure awareness of skills taught.

Use of sketchbooks to record skills learnt
so students can refer to and acknowledge
progress.
Use of gallery to peer evaluate and
reinforce good practice.
Retrieving and recapping vocabulary
taught.

Progress
Units of work are sequenced to build on and
reinforce previous learning.

Intent

Questioning is key to an art lesson, including end of
topic written evaluation.
Gallerying and discussing of artwork with feedback
for improvements as well as self and peer
assessment are used.
Through live marking, the teacher and students will
know what they are doing well and what they need
to do next to improve.
All pupils can access art. Where necessary some activities are
modified, specifically written work.
Many activities are differentiated by outcome and others can be
set up so all students are able to access the task.
Modelled examples during every lesson allow for children to have
something to refer back to during lessons if in need of a reminder
of instructions.
Tasks can be adapted to suit specific pupil’s needs considering all
types learning styles.
A positive environment enables and encourages students to
request support if required.
Support through extra modelling or peer support can also be
used.

Support

Intent

Intent

Art Planner year 1-6

Intent

Art Route Planner Year 7-8
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Cross curricular links
Year 6

Subject

cc links

Autumn leaves

Literacy
Science

Follow instructions
Written/spoken evaluation
Gallery work
Specific vocabulary
Looking carefully at natural
structures

African Art

History
Geography.
ICT
Literacy
Maths

African art in the past
Where is Africa? climate etc
Cultural links to why masks are
worn.
ICT research
Written evaluation
2D and 3D shapes

Landscapes
Clay Landscapes

Literacy
History
Geography

Specific vocab
Painting styles from the past
Features of a landscape
Weather
Artists from history and the time
periods they lived in and how this
affected the art style.

Portraits

Literacy
Maths

Specific vocab
written/verbal evaluation
Proportions - measures and
fractions.
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Cross curricular links
Year 7

Subject

CC links

Year 8

Subject

CC links

Still Life
painting

Literacy
History
Maths

Specific vocab
Written/verbal
evaluations
Art history of
paintings
Measuring,
Grid method
Scaling up

Imaginary fruit

Literacy
Science
Maths

Specific vocab,
Written/verbal
Evaluations
Looking at content
of fruits
Symmetry
Patterns in nature.
Collaborative
working.

Colour
Theory and
Cubism

Literacy
History

Specific vocab,
Written evaluations.
Cubism movement
and WW1.
Creativity to create
own ideas.
Risk taking/decision
making.

David Hockney
Landscapes
iPad drawings

Literacy
History
ICT

Specific vocab,
Written/verbal
Evaluations
Learning to use
drawing app
Art history works of
D Hockney and V
Van Gogh.

I

Medieval
Pottery

Literacy
Maths
History

Specific vocab
Written/verbal
Evaluations
Medieval history
Measuring width of
coils
Comprehension of
instructions.

Georgia O’
Keeffe
Batik flowers

Literacy
Art History
Geography
ICT

Specific vocab
Written/verbal
Evaluations
Artisti life
Where is Mexico?
ICT research
H&S with working
with hot wax.

Implementation

Art and Design
Research/planning

Artwork
individual,
group
Evaluating
written or
verbal

Creating/
making

At Westley the aim of art and
design is to engage all pupils
artistically, to foster an awareness
of different types of art and design,
to enable pupils to have the basic
skills to pursue an active lifelong
involvement in visual arts and to be
able to enjoy being creative.
We do this by building up basic
artistic awareness and vocabulary
through researching and analysing
art and design. We develop drawing
and design skills, using a wide range
of different types of techniques and
medias. We progressively build
skills and understanding to enable
pupils to express themselves
competently, to the best of their
abilities,through art and design.

Implementation

Art and Design is taught to whole classes and is fully inclusive at Westley.
Because most of the teachers are specialist art teachers, we are able to teach
high quality art and design lessons that focus on subject specific skills and
vocabulary. Where lessons are not taught by subject specialist teachers,
internal CPD is offered to ensure that they are confident in delivering these
units of work.
The year is divided into 4-6 units of between 6 and 12 lessons depending on
which scheme of work is in progress. These units are sequenced from Year 6
to the end of Year 8 to build on art and design skills and understanding,
introducing the pupils to different artistic styles, traditions and genres. Art
and Design from different historical periods is studied in order to develop
understanding of artistic developments.
Pupils develop their art and design skills using a variety of medias e.g, paints ,
pencils, inks,dyes, crayons, pastels, clay, hot wax, papers, ipads. They also use
the specialist tools required to manipulate/apply these medias, e.g brushes,
clay tools, tjantings, printing rollers. Some specialist materials and tools are
used once during the three year sequence of lessons, however drawing
pencils, paint, printing and pastels are used throughout the time at Westley,
enabling students to build progressive skills, creating artworks showing
greater understanding of colour, tone, texture and form.

Implementation

Bloom’s Taxonomy 6 levels of learning

Source: Bloom’s Cognitive Domain by user:Nesbit, PD.
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Example of planning

Implementation

Example of planning continued

Implementation

Example of planning continued

Implementation

Lesson Minimum Expectations
• Each lesson must include some listening to teacher input, vocabulary shared and
displayed (either on IWB or chalkboard), live demonstration of modelled examples, use
of Interactive Whiteboard and an opportunity for the children to practise/apply a skill.
• Each lesson must include pupils creating art and design in some form.
• Teachers will encourage creativity and development of skills, with high expectations of
the outcomes and encourage experimentation of materials.
• Art and Design vocabulary will be insisted on, and will be displayed, referring to the
creative elements of the work e.g tone, texture, composition etc…
• Pupils' opinions about art and design will be valued and identified as being separate from
artistic analysis.
• Teachers will inspire students with passion and enthusiasm.
• Teachers will know common misconceptions, those children who struggled and those
children who exceeded in lessons and plan and support accordingly, so that the needs of
all children are met.
• Teachers will constantly monitor children’s progress and feedback to students through
their live marking and termly reporting system.
The expectation at Westley is that most of the lessons will follow the Westley Toolkit. This is flexible
but forms the basic structure of every lesson. Click here for the Westley Toolkit.

Implementation

Reading
We are developing reading in Art lessons through artist research within some projects.. Student use
technology to research about artists lives and works and record this accordingly. Teaching support is
given with structured questions to guide the research.
We also support evaluation writing with differentiated questions to guide the student clearly to what
is expected to be written.

Vocabulary
Art vocabulary is key to pupils’ understanding of the arts. Vocabulary is presented within the
powerpoints/slides and shared with students in lessons. Vocabulary is clearly displayed in the Art
room either on the IWB or chalkboard. Subject specific vocabulary is given to students when they are
writing their evaluation at the end of the project on their evaluation templates.

Oracy
When students are answering questions during the lesson or students are gallerying work
altogether art vocabulary is encouraged to be used at all times.

Writing
Writing is primarily used to annotate design plans, research artists lives and works, and evaluate their
own work at the end of a project. Differentiated support is given where needed and a bank of vocabulary
is available to be used if needed.

Implementation

How are lessons tailored for different
learners, including pupils with SEND?
At Westley, we recognise that not all pupils learn in the same way. Art and Design is a subject in which
some children, who struggle in other curriculum areas, can achieve some element of success. Working in
a group can contribute to this success. We always make sure that skills and techniques are clearly
demonstrated as well as explaining the methods. A clear and understandable learning objective should
be displayed during the lesson. Students are always encouraged to ask questions to clarify
understanding, before they begin the task and teachers check in with target pupils to ensure
comprehension of tasks has been had..
Many of the tasks carried out in Art and Design will be differentiated by outcome, others are
differentiated by the different role a pupil takes within a group.
Sometimes Art can have unexpected outcomes that can be very successful. A positive attitude is fostered
within the classroom, allowing students to take risks and explore materials and medias.
When evaluations need to be written, differentiated literacy aids are given and support is offered where
needed. Sometimes verbal evaluation may be more appropriate or an adult can scribe for the student.
Visual support e.g like coloured overlays are given where needed.
Teachers are encouraged to communicate with the SEND department and ask for advice if needed.
Link to SEND Handbook

Implementation

Opportunities for more able pupils
Westley has many students who show higher abilities in their art skills and
understanding. These students are encouraged to draw and paint outside of
lessons.
As their skills develop they are encouraged to attend art clubs and join the Arts
Award programme in school (when not being offered to an entire year group) as
well as extending their skills in the classroom. When group work is undertaken
these students may take a leading role in guiding and supporting their peers.
They may use the materials provided to experiment to extend their artwork.
Extra curricular activities include Art clubs, taking part in activities offered by
County Upper, Art days run by the sixth form, taking part in outside exhibitions
that come up and working with community art projects such as The Abbey 1000.
They may also teach younger students in primary school when the opportunity
arises.
In Year 8, some more able students may have the opportunity to visit the
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge.

Art and Design

Impact

Impact

On starting at Westley Middle School pupils are given a basic skills drawing project to complete. This
enables us to gauge what pupils have learnt in their previous schools. We can then ensure our teaching
builds on this and fill any gaps, if needed.

First drawing in Year 5

Drawing in Year 8

Impact

How do you monitor progress and
achievement?
At the end of each art term, pupils are assessed against criteria based on the National Curriculum,
showing whether each pupil is Below Track, On Track or Above Track. This information is used in
reporting and reflects the children’s progress and achievement across the term. This judgement is
informed through the teacher’s live marking sheets and checked through moderation. This enables us to
look at the children’s achievement and plan to meet any gaps in understanding in future units of work, as
well as identify pupils who are working particularly well and need stretching, or those who continue to
need support and what areas this needs to be in. By keeping the same sketchbook throughout their time
at Westley, it is also easy to see the progress of skills across the year groups and therefore over time.

Impact

How do you measure the impact of Art and
Design teaching?
At the end of each Art and Design unit pupils complete a finished piece of artwork as well
as an evaluation of their work. This is generally written but not limited to. They are
encouraged to show artistic understanding and use the Art and Design vocabulary that has
been a focus in the unit. They are also encouraged to express their enjoyment of creating
their finished piece as well as learning new skills.
Staff then give feedback for the evaluation, including a general target for future work inline
with the school live marking policy.
Finished artwork, sketch
books and have structured
learning conversations with
pupils.
Access how well students
understand content and
skills taught.
Reveal depth of knowledge,
vocabulary, interest,skills
learnt and productivity.

Impact

How do you measure the impact of Art and Design
teaching?
Subject Leaders
use iAbacus as a
tool for developing
their subject, as
seen in this
example:

Impact

Targets for Art and Design development
In art we are working on:
1. Developing the use of iPads for drawing - e.g.
adapting Y7 Modigliani Project and Y8 Digital Drawing for
Hockney/Van Gogh.
2. Work on consistency of teaching using the
Westley Teaching Toolkit across the department.

Impact

What do you consider to be the strengths of
Art and Design within the school?
Over the years Art and Design has built up a good reputation. The teaching of art and design is
good. It sets high standards and scaffolds the learning in a clear and sequenced manner,
building up from the work pupils do in primary schools, preparing them well for Art and
Design at upper school. Pupils joining Westley mid-year are often surprised by the level of Art
and Design they are now exposed to and verbal feedback from upper school is very positive
about the Art and Design skill level of year 9 pupils from Westley. We promote the idea that
Art and Design can be inclusive to all and can lead to a fulfilling career.

How do you know?
Termly book scrutiny
Termly data monitoring of lowest 30%.
Moderation each unit
Half-termly learning walks/observations
Specialist teachers
Pupil perception interviews
Work exhibited in and out of school
KS4 Data from CUS:

Impact
Year 6

Impact
Year 7

Impact

Year 8

Year 8

Art for all
from the
Westley
School
Community
The Crafty Foxes - Abbey
1000 project

Year 8 students teaching Year 5 students
press printing as part of Arts Award.

Year 6 Royal British
Legion community
project.

Art for all
from the
Westley
School
Community
Whole School PROUD project in the school foyer.

Mr Doodle inspired graffiti wall completed by
two Year 8 students.

Art for all
from the
Westley
School
Community

